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FOREWORD 't

fr

In late 1975 the Mental/ Health Program of thd Southern Regional Education
Board_OREB/xeceived a grant (No.. 11.T15-MH14098).from the ContinuingEduca-
tion Branch of thesNational. Institute of Mental Health to strengthen continu-
ing education fot mental health throughoutthe 14 states of the SREB region.
The project conducted a survey of continuing education a vities then undet-

dr' way in the professional schools, professional societielnin mental health-
'agencies (both state and community) to learn more of to eds and problems
which were beineencOuntered. Responses showed th ther were several areas
of general concern: funding; needs assessment; evalu ; gaining.sanctiOn

-for continuing education; credentialing; greater Clarification of continuing
education tesponsibilities between .the professional schools, the professional
societies and mental health agencies; continuing education for paraprofession-
als; and continuing education for community caregi4rs..

,

, A major strategy,of thetproject has been to utilize task forces of small
groups of knowledgeable persons to explore some of these issues in detail and
to prepare guideline publications which might be of use to persons presently
resi&sible for conducting education,prograN in mental healtlLor for those
persons who may be cominginto positions-where they will be dpveloping such
programs.

We are-grateful to the m6mbers of the task force who helped develop these
guidelines forContinuing education in mental health for community caregivers
and_to the National Inttitute.qf Mental Health for support of this entire
project.

I 'q

1

Harold L. McPheeters, M.D. '

r Director, Commission on Mental
_Health andiHuman Seivices

a

Mrs. Frances R. Todd,,Project Director
Continuing EducationJin Mental Health

in the South
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INTRODUCTION

. ,

Until recently there has been little systematic attention to.

continuing education in mental health. The field has traditionally been

`a
led by a handful of major profeSsions (psychiatry, psychology, social

work and nursing), each,of which offered training and certification with

no great concern,for future change or development. For the most part,

there has been inadequate attention to mental health conftnuindeducation

for community caregivers, such as teachers, physicians or social workers,

to help them with the mental health aspeCts'df their work. The typical

t' attitude too often has.been that these caregivers were not sufficiently

trained iQ be expected to work in such a sophisticated area. At most they

°

were expected to be able to recognize and refer. disturbed persons to the

(

fully trained mental health professionals for therapy.

However, the'past ten year have seen great changes in the technology

and concepts df mental health. There afe now new treat me

t

nt methodologies

(e.g new psychotropic medications;_behay.ior modification, reality therapy);

. .

.new modes of service delivery (e.g., consultation, education and community

planning); and new administrative forms (e.g., community mental health

centers, alcohol and drug education centers, hot lines). With all of these

new developmentv,in the mental health System it has become necessary to

establiall A range of educational programs to help the staffs of mental health
4
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agencies t keep upTto-daietwith the new-technology and to help them,function

effectively. in the delivery of. services. 4/ .

.

.
.

One of the major concepts" inherent in the notion of community mental
i., ..

O

health is that there is a wide range of community caregivers who can be helped

to recognize and'better manage many of,the mental health aspects of the

'people they see as their regular clients. This may involve recognizing and

referring seriously disturbed or troubled people to mental health centers,

1 ,1
psychiatrists oreother appropri?e.esource More importantly, however, it

is expected that the caregivers will be able to mdnagea considerable portion

of their, less troupled clients themselves and that they will be better able to

deal with the interpersonal aspects of their clients' mental health:

The notion of using individuals who are already involved with people in

a range of helping relationships and of giving "consultation and education"

to thei was exprested as a national policy in the Community Mental Health

Centers Amendments of 1974. The concept includes working w(th 'community

,

caregivers for prevention and control of mental' disability as well as foi

Carly case detection and referral Of the mentally impaired. In addition to

oft/

the consultation and education mandates for, federally funded community mental

health centers, continuing education' for community. caregivers also is being

provided by ma* other groups and organizations, such as professional schools,

.

community colleges,"profesgfonal.societies, state mental health agencies and

proprietary and voluntary- groups.
X
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There are a number of variations to,the format or structure through ,

which mental health concepts, princfples,and methods can be provided to

-
community caregivers. SeenSrs or workshops'can be intermittent or ie time

affairs. Cahtinuing educatiolimight also -take, the form of,a year-long

training project,in weekly sessions for ministers or police. Jutrenile

' .

YUdges might meet aft hour day for three months. The principles and recom

mendationstwhich follow apply to any of these.

a
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DEFINITIONS L

.... ......

e purposs of this report it is desirable to agree updn the definitions

of ,certain 'terms so that we can "box the,comPass'.1 for further discussions.

v
-Among key terms are:

Continuing Education -- systematic learning experiences
designed. to impr6ve, modify or up-date'one's knowledge,
skills or values in areas Of professional or occupational
practice.

I

Although some definitions include the notion ofany kind of life-long
o

.learning in the concept of continuing education (i.e., legrning to play golf,

to raise orchids or to appreciate art), in the context of these guidelines

the definition is limited to professional or occupational practice.,

PSome authors would limit the meaning to formally accredid grams
A

sponsored by colleges or universities: The definition here is not so

restrictiye;. it also includes programs sponsored by operating agencies, such

as community mental health centers, professional societies, or private and

:Individual use of programmed instruction materials, but not casual reading.

The learning experience does not need to be accredited or systethtically

evaluated to meet this definition although it is desirable that any continuing

ledurtion program be evaluated.
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Mental health --.the field of knowledge and applied r
technique which-is concerned with the mental and emo-
tional health and Illness of the population and the
social systems which help or hinder persons in ,their

psycho-social functioning.

This includes all areas of mental illness, mental retardation, emotional

disturbance, alcohol'and drug abuse as well, as the prevention Of these cOn-

i

ditions
/
and promotion of the mental health of the population at large. It

.

is not restricted to what mental health agencies and their staffs do, but

extends to any activities of other community agents or agencies which affect

the mental health of people. It encompasses at least three major areas of

competence.:

Cl inical knowledge and skills about the causes and

diagnoses of various emotional or mental disabilij

ties and the-ability to intervene on behalf of indi-

viduals or small groups. Ahls is the area of pro-

Jesional competence 'which is traditionally Offered

in pre-professional training and in continuingteduca-

tion. It is, a basic and essential aspect of mental,

health practice, but it is often not sufficient

provide for the'efficient delivery of. mental health

/services.

Knowledge and_skills for the delivery of mental health

services to clients and communities. These'service

deltOry competencies go beyond the basic Clinical

knowledge of diagnosis and treatment and include skill

in 'prevention, mental health education, consultation,

and rehabilitation. They also include such concepts

as the use of tans, community process skills, assur-

ance of patient compliance and ittaintenince of'support

systems for clients who have been released fromacute
treatment but still require extensive assistance in

order to function in the community.

6
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Knowledge and skills for administration of programs,
funs and personnel to deliver mental health-services.
Most mental health professionals and paraprofessionals
soon find themselves involved in administrative or.

'supervisory responsibAltieein addition to their cli-
nicarand service delivery duties. Veri few pre-:
professiorial training program's'prepare their graduated
forany kind of administrative skills. This ared,is .

-left either to continuing education or to'the 'school
of hard knocks" which comes with experience.

= ,-

Commudlic Caregivers -- staff persons of community
agencies prindependent connnunity workers who are
primarily involved in the delivery of health, educa-
tional and-social welfare services, but are inti- ,

mately involved in the psycho-social functioning of their
. clients through their professional or occupational roles.

This definition includes family physicians,-clergymen, nurses, welfare

workers, teachers, child care-workers, judges, police, parole and probation

workers, rehabilitat3ion counselors and community health workers. It might

also include persons whose Work involves providing other client services in

whAlch psycho-social functioning is- sometimes intimately revealed,'such as,

beauticians; bartenders and funeral directors.

It should be made clear that caregivers may be staff members of

community agenCies or organizations or they may be independent practitioners

in the community. They maybe professionals with high academic degrees

(e,g., physicians or social workers) or they may be persons.with relatively

meager educational background -- sometimes limited to in- service training

. . , %4 7
.

for such categories of.workers as day care personnel or homemaker-home health

aides.

7
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RATIONALE FOR USING COMMUNITY CAREGIVERS

'There are several reasons why community caregivers should be considered

a part of the total system of mental health services. Studies lave repeatedly
. ---

.40.shoWn that:,

CS

There will never beonougH traditionally trained
professionals to. meet the- mental health service.

needs of the population.

Most people turn first to A community caregiver for
help with an emotional problem rather than to a
mental health agency or professional.

Theie is a built-in relationship between clients
and caregivers (r.g., between student and teacher,
between parishioner and clergyman) which can A
used to improve mental health.

The best avenue to early case detection is through
those intlie society who spot budding, emotional

problems and. Who are in a-position tc? intervene,at

early stages.

Activitieso prevent emotional disturbances and
maladjustments from occurring are best conducted by
those caregivers who already have regular interpersonal
contacts w ith the people.- These are - programs of pri-

mary prevention.
.

Caregivers are an important and integral part of the network of human.

services and of the community mental health system. In recent years there

has been a considerable increase in the number of continuing education

programs directed to helping the community caregiver recognize pathology.

and to make xeferrals to mental health agencies or professionals. However,
.

. . Alik

the mental health professional who limits copmunity caregivers to their

.regular rolesroles is,losing an effective tool for primary and secondary preven-

tion (e.g.,promoting mental health and 'detecting and managing minor problems-
,

8
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which could become serious if allowed to'develop)., .

No

.Wtth the growing acceptance Of,cdMmufiity caregivers as% recognized
1o.

component of the mental health delivery system, there has been an increased

V

development of continuing education programs which enhance their capabilities

in mental health roles. However, there are several problems concei-fttfig .

.

.

, - continuing education programs for caregivers:. what format is most effective; ,

.1
'-,'. how programs can 'be,arranged aild funded; how.caregivets can be motivated;

.k
.

-,

and hOw.the programs can be evaluated. 'These guidelines will addr.ess some
- . .

of.these issues and make recommendations-for,implementing continuing educe.-. .

. .

tion programs for-community caregiveri. ,

.

There is no single pattern for the enhancement of capabilities of .

o

community caregivers which can be used as a template for all such programs.

.

Different locations, different.agencies and different developmental stages
% ..

. ,

will modify thee method or approach which is most appropriate for%any given
..-

. , ,

situation. However, it
.

is'hoped that mental4health centers or
%

other-grouPs
- %

or org nizations will fipd these basic concepts helpful in programming con- ,

_

tinuing education for community caregivers:
, A

DISTINCTION BETWEEN CONSULTATION AND EDUCATION

In view of the charge in the cominunity mental health legislation to"

conduct consultation and Ancation, it may-be useful to make .a,distination -.t .

between the two:

91



Consultation is the process of providing er0ertadVice

and assistance regarding a clinical case, a problem dr'

tin Aitmation:or a program.. It is rather -thargly 'targeted

.to the problem for which the consulteethas sought assis-

tance. .There is sometites overlap between consultation

and education -- especially if the consultant structures

the process so that it involves education regarding how

the consatee may bettet manage similar problems in the

future as well as resolving the immediate problem for

which consultatiop is requested.

Continuing education, on the other hand, is a planned

educational program to enhance the knowledge and skills

of caregivers regardless of whether they have perceived

a specific problem and requegted assistance. Obviously,

there are 'problems in assessing the needs for such

educational programs and structuring them in such a way

that they are helpful to the community caregivers,as well

as to the mental health professionals who are conducting

the program.

, 4

__

t

In fact, there is a,considerable problem in this area becuse there has
. _ I

'
.

)6ftett been a tendency fot the
I mental healtD professionals to, design such con-

.1

.tinuing education programs i terms of "psychiatry" and "mental illness"

r
f

while caregivers are more concer9ed'with the everyday aspects of.the psycho- ''.

a.

'social functioning of thqd.r.clientS. Caregivers are likely to-be interested

it,. . , .
,

.

.

4
.........-. in such matters as counseling families

'

Itn...grief, managing resistive patients,

- .....

and motivating discouraged clients rather _than in.schizophrenia or, psychotic
.

depressions-rifeieis a.need for a better understanding of what the care-

givers wan t to and should, know and for the best methods t- o train them in

, ,..

.

Vilk

continuing eduCation programs. 'IP

4
1M0
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substantial -dasue-,Ine matter of continuing education for community

V

caregivers is that of sanction of the

f
whole endeavor. This has two dimen-

alone -- a) sanction from -e educational provider'i organization and b)

sanction from the community caregiver's organization.

Perhaps the most common sponsors of-continuing education programs for

community caregivers are mental health centers. Federally funded centers

, are charged by law with conducting "consultation and education" and they

have on their staffs qualified mental health professionals to carry out
- 0

these responsibilities. Continuing education for caregivers is also provided

by family service agencies, children's agencies, state mental hospitals,

veterans' administration hospitals or state mental health agencies. Private

mental health practiti ers;'academic institutions and prOfessional societies

'also occasionally sponsor con nuing education programs for caregivers. As

the responsibility of academia for community services becomes more,clear;
,

academic institutions often feel a special obligation to provide continuing

education-for persons in their local communities... This is particularly true

of community colleges and technical, schools. In addition, some:schools of

i

social, work, departments of psychiatry andother professicinal schools sponsor

continuing education programs, for community caregivers throughout an entire

region or state.

4
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SANCTION FROM THE PROVIDER AGENCY

For many mental-health professionals who plan to conduct continuing

.
education programs for community caregivers, it is more difficult to obtain

. . 6 .

approval fromheir own agency head than to secure support from the adminis-
.

trator of the caregiving,ageney.- The dean of a professional school or the

president of a professional society ma givejlow priority to continuing.
. /

.
education for community caregivers as compared to that for staff of his own_

PE,

agency or institution. It is useful for the mental health educator to ,

developrskilla in interpreting to the mental health centerdirector, the

dean of the college srthe'head of the organization the value of enhancing

.

6

the capabilities of caregivers in mental health work.

When this is done successfully, a mental health center becomes known

as a major staff development resource for other pomPonents of the human

1
servlcs network, as well as a specialized :Center for the diagnosis and

treatment of sick or troubled people. Such a reputation may lead 6 in-
,

creased community support and finanping for the mental health center.

Many of the same advantages may accrue to the college or professional
.,

school which sponsors continuing eiucatiam programs for local caregivers.

Mbst colleges and professional schools are under considerable pressure to

,render " community services" and continuing edudation programs of this kind.

As in the case of the commurtity mental health centers academic based von,

* P
P , : I

tinuing edpcation programs enhance the reputation Of the college or profes-

.

..

signal school as a community resource and increase the base
J
of support for

the -college. In some cases the funds which result from -fees or contracts

12.
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for continuing education can be used for support bf other college activiti

_

. Top.Level -Clearance is Essential
. -

All requests to provide continuing education programs for community

caregivers should be discussed with the administrative head of the metal

health agency or organlzatiod. This is important since relationships to-

outside agencies and organizations are a primary responsibility of 'any top

level administrator. ,Clearance at the top is also a means of keeping the

administratOr informed of needs and strateg Becauseit is the obligation

of leadership to elicit community understanding and support for the agency,
6

.

the leader must knOw how the agency is relating to other community agencies

and to key Opinion makers. While the problems of obtaining permission and

support to carry out coneinuing edUcation in those agencies which-have a pri=

mart orientation to serving the community, such as community mental health

''\

i
\ .cefite s and community Colleges, will not ordinarily be great, it may be

s
(

difficult to obtain such sanction frOm'professiona'l "Societies which usually
.1^

'feel an obligation to their own members rather than to the community at large.

SANCTION t:ROKTHE CAREGIVER'S ORGANIZATION,
I

The matter of obtaining sanction from the community caregivers' agency_

-__ or- association, isusually not complicated. ' In many cases an agency, such as

a welfare department or a school system, has made the initial inquiry about

'having a continuing educatIon.piogram on some aspect of mental health for its
.

staff. Sanction is solidified by responding to the inquiry and formalizing

. the planning and arrangements.

2
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,1

The mental heal-th continuing educator will sometimes encounter a. problem

in entering a host System and obtaining approvalto,conduct continuing

4, -

r

.
education if an agency head 1..a resistant to the idea. There are skills which

involve learning about the host,system and its needs and offering help related,

.
to the administrator's Perceptions of the system that may facilitate entering '

systems. There will be'occasions when the clinfeal referrals to a mental

health program from:a 'cOmmupity agency, such as a school or police department,

_indicate that the staff of the agency need continuing education about certain

aspects of their work. Gathering.Tiard data from the clinical records and

4

contacting the agencyhead to discuss the problem with him could lead to

favorable consideration of a codtinuing education program.

The agency.head who seems ambivalent or uncertain can often be convinced

when he lb shown she advantages to him. The increased capabilities of .his

staff may bring kestige to his agency so that it receives more community

Support. Resistance may be based on a lack of understanding of what mental

-
health education is all about or a feeling that to admit to such a need is a

sign of weakness.

*00

__If an agency staff member contacts the mental health continuing education

-,provider in regard to a program,the matter should be brought to the attefition

of his or her supervisovand then to.the agency head fOr approval. The bier-
-.

.

archial structure of organizations should be respected. Any resistance at a

supervisory level Should be'dealt with directly,. as it is usually not advisable

0

to attempt to secure a change of administrative decision by going to;a higher -

authority.

14
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:It is well toremember that even the community caregivers who aren
.,

-private practice, such as physicians, clergymen and lawyer's, have professional

organizations, quch as medical societies, ministerial associations or bar 1/4assol-
.

ciations, which provide a major leadership role for this kind- of activity:
, , -

. , .
0

Officials of these bodies should be involved-in planning and arranging con--
#,. ,

_ .

tinuing education programs for their members.

OBTAIN WRITTEN AGREEMENTS ON CONTRACTS

Most relationdhips with community agencies arranging continuing education

programs in mental health will not" require a formal written contract. It is

-a good idea, however, to have the major points written in a memorandum or
0 0.

agreement which provides a basis\ for understanding and documentation both for,

the present and the future. A written record is especially desirable in working

with professional asdbciations which are likely to have new officers each year.

IT money, is to bl'exchadged, S. written contract will be required. A written

agreement which states the goals and expectations of both provider and consumer

may also beipsed f6r evaluative purposes.

0

ce.
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT

0

There has been a tendency for,soMe mental health continuing educators

to p4an programs fOr community caregivers without an adequate assessment of

the caregivers' needs. The most useful continuing education programs focus

on prgviding support and direction regarding the everyday emotional and

adjustment problems of the Clienta-with whom the caregiver has a built-in

relationship.

The fact that caregivers are not primarily in the business of delivering

mental health services puts special obligations on the mental health educator

to assure that programs are really designed to meet the caregivers' needs.

This is vital for recruiting appropriate participants.

caregivers whose agencies have arranged: the program and.

Except for certain

directed theii'ttaffs
c-

to attend, most'community caregivers, are entirely free,to decide whether or

not they wish to participate in a given continuing education program.

In such a buyerls market any program of continuing education for care-,

-givers shouldbe preceded by some systematic analysis to determine as ,
#

accurately.as pos-Sible what the particular group needs to know to be more

effective in the mental health aspects of their work.` The piocedures for

doing an analysis of need may range from fairly simple discussions with

selected leaders of the group to complex surveys or self assessment examine-
,

.

- tions., In some cases the mental health educator will have to explain what is

117
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.

.

-meant by the erm "mental _health" sincemany caregivers think this teri'refers

f
only to major mental illness. The educator will also have-to explain what he

.

,

-or she has to offer and'help_the prospective participants identify ways in

.which the proposed ktowledge and skills cOuld be useful to them ih their voik.

Data from referrals to mental health treatment programs or discussions of

,

'clinical cases i n which there is mutual interest may provide a springboard for

. 0

assessing needs% 0

a
6 .

; METHODS OF.NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Surveys, questionnaires, and professional observations are useful tools

for identifying the needs'of caregivers for education to help .them "give

better service to their clienta:, Brief surveys by mil or -phone are often

, helpful. The percentage of return may not be great, but the information

received.represente grass roots interest. Such a survey may later motivate

9participation in programs because the rank and file members realize they have

had a part in the program design. The use of a survey presents the possibility

_

that-requests may reflect subjects in which the caregivers already have com-

petence or subjects of exotic appeal rather than real problem areas. However,

itmay-be useful to begin a continuing education program on the basis of

"these requests and then gradually move to matters of greater ne as they

become apparent in the course of the program. Spontaneous:requests from indi-

vidual caregivers often provide meariAngful clues to what may be needed.- The

mental health educitor should be alert to any of these indicators and be

---ready to respond.

-18'
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A planning committee of representative Caregivers is often employed ih ,

:
4

needi analysla." These representatives

.

know their problems and those of their
-,f

colleague4k, This 'strategy is especially useful lf,the focui of.tbeir sugges-

- _
i.

tiona la around,psycho-social problems in practice' and how these might be

.
addredisted,-rather than oh subjects which may be intriguing, but not really .

.
, ti I

relevant to their practice. The committee may also proyide names of persOns,

whom they respect as instructors for the programs.

The recommendation of supervisors is appropriate in agencies such as

welfare departments; where supervisors are in positions to know the kinds of

problems and needs being encountered. by their staffs. This techn1qUe also

provides greater likelihood that staff persons will be releved to attend the

'programs and that there wiir-be follow-up after the experience. his approach. .

presents the possibility that supervisors may blame ignorance in he staff

practitioners for problems which are really caused by organizational limita-

tions, such as poor communications, conflic ting objectives, or unclear dale-
_

gation of authority. -.Anis must then bedealt with because continuing education

for staff is not a remedy for poor administration on the part of supervisors,

or leaders.
.

tk

Evaluation responses from previous program participants have some utility

ineeds assessment. This technique applies on19' to programs which'follow

some initial

%,.-
needs, once

effort, but it can be a very ,useful method for assessing further
..-

a serieSht continuing education programs is undertaken. ikt this

*Ow'

point the group is more sophisticated about what the mental he lfh continuing-
1, Ism!,

education program might offer them and about their mental heals practice needs.

19
1
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Every evaluation,form should-include a request for fufgkre prOgram suggestions
.

if there is Pik ly to be "on-going series Ofcontinuing education offerings.

.

Assessmttnt of aCtual performance from clinical case records of61he

°

caregivers provides excellent cluti as to continuing edlication needs. This

technique is often possible only for regular employees of Agencies which keep

and review cade_records.-, However, it is becoming more liekly with new peer

review requirements (i.e., Professional Standards Review Orgaiizations) and
°

with better statistical record keeping. in.community mental health centers.
/v.

This method has the advantage that it identifies the evaryday,problems of the

caregivers which represent the real difficulties being experienced by the

practitioners. This technique provides a refeirancy and a motivation which can

be' obtained in no other way. It Also furnighes an excellent base line against

which the effectiveness of the coritinuing educatio program can be evaluated.

7

13157.*

Inquiries to professional societies can reach groups not accessible

through official agencies. Physicians,'atiorne and other pro easionals

whO are not associated with an, agency usually, filiated with a profes-

sional society.. There may be a continuing ed catiancommittee which can

-assist in identifying needs of-members. °Th imental-- health professional can

sometimes make a presentation at a.rofe onaiLsocietymeeting to explore

how membe can mate adequately fulfill' theirAiental health roles. Through

, such an appearance, needs can be determined andprograMi planned.

'l
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SETTING PROGR16,,N,OBJECTIVES

In the field of continuing education attention should be'paid to the

setting of program objectives in terms which will lend themselves to ultimate

evaivation: The participants should have a reasonably clear idea of what
ler

they can expect to get out of the program so that they can measure their pro-

gress against the stated objectives. In general, it is preferable to set

objectives in terms of the behaviors or activities which the learners will

carry out in their practices... The aim should be to make, their work with

%

clients both more effective and m ore efficient. This requires attention to

all aspects of how the caregivers presently serve,their clienis and what mental

. health knowle dge can most appropriately be worked into he overall preaenta7

tions. This usually xequires a period of expioration.atd'discussion to'deter-

mine how the caregivers can beat use the mental health information in their
/-

-individual situations. Cla.

de

In setting program objectives it mental health the continuing educator

should avoid the tendency -to set the objectives only in terms of the mental

health agency's major goals. Community caregivers are not likely. to have a

ma3or interest in taking on responsi ldties for̀ -the mentally ill.atd

seriously disturbed, but often information about psychosis andneurosid can

be included in a continuing education program which is primarily directed, to

other mental health concerns of the caregivers. Objeaives,,:therefore; would
k ;4*
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0

not relate

to do with

to increasing knowledge about psychiatric matters, but would have

such aspects of this knowledge as pertain to the daregiverte.yegu-

,larwaek. A continuing mental'health education program for community care-
.

tgivers may not,readily lend itself to a statement of measurable behavioral

oblectives, but ob3ectives;should be-stated in graphic and specific terms

'which are clear enough at the outset so that'particifiants can hal.4 some base

N..ine and yardstick to go by as they enroll in the program.

Objectives should not be too global or long-range. It is preferable to

set objectives which deal with a specific problem or purpose which can malls-
.

tically be accomplished within the time available and under the condition of

the particular program or tourse....Principl points to remember in setting

objectives for continuing education programs for community caregivers are to:
0

)l) :base them on needs, 2) be specific; and 3) fit objectives'to the goals of

the caregiVers.

4
0
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PROGRAM DESIGN

Following the overall assessment,of needs and setting of Objectives for

a continuing edudation program
4
for coMmunity caregivers, there is the task of

designing the individual pro-grams so that they fit the specific practice re-'-

quirements of the caregivers. There are several factors to be considered in

program design:

-The. sub3ect areas shoulefocus on the areas in
/which caregivers are having practice problems.

Different aspects of the same subjects may be stressed at different times

-- sometimes for applied skills, sometimes for new attitudes, and sometimes°

for help in administering programs, in the-subject area.

The learner group can often 'suggest the lomat
of ,the ,programs.

SOme,professions prefer didactic lectures or panel presentations with

questions. Others prefer case studies, videotapes, or experiential simula-

.

tions. The formats are likely,to'change as people become more widely experi-

enced with different modes of learning. Provisions should be made for variety

and flexibility to conform to new requests and changing sophistication.

It is important to assure that time and place
arrangements are convenient for attendees.

.4.
s

The preferences are often extremely varied. For instance, practicing

23
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physicians may prefer Sunday, Meetings for their programs, while certain .

. i

, V .
,

:. .

°- other groups, such aw-clitgymen or salaried genc'y empli5yees,,cannotsor will

_

. , not attend Suiday programs. It is essential to consider" the schedulea'ald

e

convenience the agency and the caregivers in iciaking,p
ir

ro10 gram arrangements.

:---- ,

In the 'case o school teachers and their principals, arrangements should be ,

>0.

made for titute teachers or the programs should be scheduled outside of

classroom hours.

.-

404,
.

Frequently caregivers have strong preference for

.. .instructors who are either: a) "big names" in

.,
their field, b) persons known by the caregivers

,to be knowledgeable, or c) persons experienced in '.

caregivers' area of work. Thesepreferences for
certain instructors should be respected by the

,

program planners. . . .

1.

The selection of instructors is,a vital Mattet The instructor must be
tN,

knowledgeable both about health concepts and,the area of practice Of

the caregivers., The instructor should also possess the appropriate educational
6 .

expertise and be sensit ive to the.fteeds and reactions of the trainees. Indivi-

duals with'Oractice'experience in the same field as that of the caregivers

often make better instructors than university professors or mental health .

professionals with no experience in the caregivers' field. The instructor is

4

ID aidost always a model for the trainees, andthe kind of model which is to be

'projected will be°a prime determinant in selection of the individualvidual instruc-

.

tors.

,4 k:

The value of selecting individual caregivers to be ihstructors should not.

be overlooked. They can be used:as small group leaders and as presenters for 7-

N

.c

. .N

1
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some Of the sessions. They cap certainlci' nt cases from their own

practice in a more rele7ant fashion than most mental health professionals.

Having caregivers as instructors helps establish 'rapport with the otheri.
4

trainees andaddra practical and relevant ingredient.
I

Program planners should be aware of the importance
of flexibility.

Even with careful assessment of needs,'It is nece§sary for the pental----

health continu ucator to remain alert- to changing or newly emerging

needs of the participants as the program proceeds. It is not at all unusual

for a sequence to be planned to improve caregivers' knowledge and skills in a

subject area (e.g., recognizing and counseling ofalcoholics) only to have it

soon become apparent that the real problem is one of attitudes.; There is no

pat technique for assessing these changing needsehut the educator should

remain alert to the necessity for revising content and methods to meet new

as as they arise.

The questioh is sometimes asked about core
curricula which can be used in mental health

,continuing education for community caregivers. 011

-Theie are'probably no'core curricula which can be applied routinely to'

ani and all caregivers, but th7?-&are certain themes,which are likelyto

come up An duch,trainirignrograms. The continuing educator should be ready

to deal with them when they arise. Among them are:

.
.

Interpersonal skills fdr working effectively in a helping relationship

with clients. These items of genuineness, accurate empathy and non - possessive

'1 4
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warmth (as defined by Truax and Carkhuff*) seem to be key elements of any

helping relationship and can be taught regardless, of the profession or field.

Role relaiionship problems present another frequent theme for community

/ daregivers. The caregiver's major social role as a policeman, physician or
Asa

clergyman,"often seems to call for the caregiver to bg vested in authority,
.

an image which conflicts with the more colleagual and listener role of a men-

tal
4 --

health counselor. These roles can be blended, but it is often necessary

to give specific attentia-to this conflict and how it might be resolved.

Problems around arranging time for mental health counseling of clients.

-and baking fee charges for this kind of Work are common to any caregiver

group. Physicians, lawyers, clergymen and teachers often feel that long 50-4

minute therapy hours are necessary in order to add a mental heals dimension

.
,.

.

to'their work. They may need to realize that the time they are ready, de-

voting to clients can.be used therapeutically. Sometimes caregivers in

private practice fe.1 that they cannot legitimately charge clients for "just

talking!' with them. They need hell; to realize that such a service deserves a

fee just as much as any more traditional service.

Sew

Knowledge of community resources is a necestary.liart of the equipment of

any caregiver. Sometimes community caregivers try to manage client problems

by themselves *ith no awareness that there are other community resources, such.

as famil coiseling centers, dly care programs, rehabilitation counselori,

4. k

*Carkhuff J. and Truax,-C. )3. Toward Effective Counseling and
Psychotherapy, Aldine, 1967

26



' visiting nurse associations, homemaker services ana pastoral counselors,,upon'

whom they can call to help with various aspects of the client's problem.

d

'The mental health continuing educator skauld be prepared to offer information

,

ab utk,k!her community services and'how to enlist them on behalf of clients.

Techniques of referral and collaboration are essential skills in the practice

of most caregivers.

if

A great deal of the literature of primary prevention in mental health

describes the importance Of support and consultation to,individuals at times

of crises in their lives. Virtually alL ity caregivers see clients in

times of everyday life crises and can provide support and consultation at

those times Thus, the matter of crisis management is a common theme in

continuing education programs for caregivers. Obviously, the specific *nature

of the crises encountered by school teachers will vary from those encountered
, .

bY,clergymen or policemen, but many ofthe principles and techniques al.

'C

'4

,, t

O t.

A *.
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INSTRUCTION

c

--Instruction in a continuing education program in mental health for >7-
-

boilounity caregIvets deserves -special attention to assure that it meets the
.

,

needs and expectations of the consumer's.. Since the usual pattern of much of-

basic professional educatiodis the formal lecture, it may be the first method'

,- -
of choice for instruction to professional,groups. This is an efficient-

:

-

instructional technique for imparting knowledge, but it has limieed usefulness

A

for developing new skills orfor modifying values and attitudes. It is, how-

ever,,acivisable two start where the learners feel comfortabl -and move from
-s

there to ether experiential learning techniques which can be worked into the

the program along the way.

7

The maxdmum learniiig seems to take place when

;the are actively involved in such
learning techniques .as group discussions, role
playing ot simulations.

In addition, the learning of skills and changing of attitudes require

,actual participating and performance on the part of .the learner. For. these

kinds of learning, experiential exerc ses, such as real case presentations, ;

simulations, videotape playbacks and mini-dabs, are most useful,

.Lectutes'and panels should be oriented to the
needs and problems of caregivers.

Forcefulness and a down-to-earth style are always well received, while

29 30
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. ,,

jargon and theoretical abstractions tend to legqe caregivers frustrated.

/ -.
.

Specific information and practical suggestions are greatly appreciated.

The instructors must reel and display confidence in the ability of

caregivers to recognize and work effectively. with emotional problems of

their clients. Instructors must not be, disdiinful of the caregivers or of

their agencies.

A.critical aspect of instruction is the attitudes
and values which instructors have about the profes-
sions and agencies of,the caregivers.

4

In using caregivers as presenters., it is possible
to 'capitalize on their unique understanding of the

. needs and problems of their fellow caregivers.

This enables them to expedite the translation Of the new khowledgesand_

e. .

skills into the language and practice settings of their colleagues. They

also frequently either already have or can easily establish a problem solving

format.which speeds u earning.

The learning pioc ss for community caregivers
will be-expe to if the focus of the entire
program is on problem solving Ways to make
their practices more effective and efficient.

s.7

All of the didactic instruction is then placed in the context'of

background material ielevakt to the learders' practice. Their participation

in identifying problems is essential because the mental health'expert. is not

always.familar with the caregiver's field of activity.

t
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In planning the content of a Continuing education
program for community caregivers it is well to
make.no firm assumptions.

?---..))

This applies to what the learners may already ow or the roblems they
07'

. really face. Very often it turns out that the caregivers are functioning

with less knowledge:o/r entirely different assumptions than had been presumed.

On.the other hand,some caregivers may have more knowledge and experience

in mental health than had been anticipated. Sometimes they can bring to the

group creative ways they have found to deal with mental health issues. The

Wise instructor thus seeks fitquent inputs from learners to validate or dispel

previous assumptions.

The question of whether training for community
caregivers should be interdisciplinary is often

.
raised.

If the prograM is requested by an agency to serve all of its staff mem-

'bers, regardless of profession, the programs can probably be scheduled to be
o

interdisciplinary both in respect to the faculty and the participants. This

is generally a desirable arrangment whenever it is appropirate. The educe-
.

dotal level of the taregivers, the topic to be addreased and the functions
'

of the agency help to determine whether or not an interdisciplinary approach

will be vafUable: If the continuing education need of the caregivers is to

learn how to collaborate with other agencies, it is well to use representatives

of these agencies as part of the learning experience.

4c,
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ARRANGEMENTS AND PROMOTION

The arrangements and promotion for a continuing education program for

eo unity caregivers should be carefully planned and Carried da. Of
.

ne essity there is an element of marketing much the same as in show business--

es ecially when the program is not obligatory for caregivers who are busy with,,

ma y other responsibilitils which absorb their time and energies.' Major

la tors to be considered in arranging and promoting are:

A planning committee of caregivers can be very
helpful in deciding the time and place of sessions

for they know the schedules and concerns of their
associates.

, .

A survey may also have provided some suggestions. Frequently A is

de irable to provide continuing education programs in mental health at the

re ular meeting times and places of tkle traineegroups (i.e., at the staff

me ting of the general hospital, at the ministerial association Meeting, at

h
'ow,.

teachers' meeting of 'the school). It is almost always preferable to take

a rogram to the caregivers rather than to ask them to come to the mental

pr

th'center, university other Unusual location.'

Programs also may be heKin local hotels, community colleges, community

ters,,ChurcheS or other publicfplaces. It is,always important to check
. _ '..

d confirm arr gements and to make\sure of details concerning all physical
. 1

Operties.' Thephysical and social aspects of the program add to the comfort

33'
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of the group, make them more receptive and motivated, and enable participants

to.become highly involved. Plans should be made for coffee breaks'and often

for receptions or Meals especially if the program is to continue over some

period of time,: If the participanots are golig to have to We away from home

ToT more than one day, suitable housing arrangements will have to be made and

confirmed.

.

TheApnnouncements for a continuing educatiOn
spraaam.should be both attractive and specific
in the information they provide. /

The wording of the title of the program is of great importance-in

recruiting participants. It should be crisp and appealing so that it clearly

identifies the subject and what potential participants can expect to get from

the program. Titles which are too abstract or academic in tone are likely to

turn of potential registrants. Titles which promise practical "how-to" assis-

tance for practitioners are more apt to have appeal.

Currently, most.. continuing eucation programs in mental health use a

printed'brochure to announce programs. The brochure has all of the'essential

information about the program -- title and sponioring organization, program

objectives, audience expected, tentative schedule, instructors and their

qualifications, time,and place, credlts to be awarded, fees, arrangement for

housing, arid' directions for finding the meeting place. There is usuall

pre-registration application form for participants to fill oui and return.

All pr e-registration should be acknowledged if possible. Certain kinds of
a

continuing educatiott.programs are appropriately announced and reported in
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newspapers,
,

the program

A, report on

J.

p

If often stimulats attendance to have had a brief article about

appearlp,the local newspiper a day'before the program itself:

o
the program after the event is also newsworthy and aids in main-

, taming community support.' .

The size of the group and the type of program
determine how plans are made and-carried out..

The'above idea

adUcation programs.

,

are more appropriate for formally structured continuing

Othertypes of continuing edugic.1; for community care-

.givers might include regular small group meetings of cle;gy or police over an

extended period of time and would require different plans and 'arrangemen'ts.
/4

.
P

The composition of the caregiver roup and the nature oftheir.learning needs

/

determine the format and arrange ents for alorogram! There are endless vari-

ations to the patterns through which, mental health opncepts., rinciples and

methods can be provided to community caregivers but, in all a

attention should be given to potential'participants' needs and

and to assure that there is advance notification of programs.

35 35
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EVALUATION'AND ING

r

. _
Eery continuing education program should be evaluated in several w40.

. ,

. . ,
,

At the very least there should he 4ppOrtunitj fbr:each of the participants to

r-

44 express hia judgment about the,educational process

helpful, Whether the

were suitable. These

can be obtained byan

instructors were satisfactory

judgments will help in 'plann

evaluation form to he filled

the end of each program. This provides evaluation

-- whether the program was

and whether the arrangements

ing future programs. They

out by each pgrefecipant at

of the process -- not the

outcomes -- but it is a valid and important aspect of evaluation.

o aptnewith this, the mental health continuing educator should keep

adminisErative records of the names of the persons in atteadance, demographic

details about the participants', and records about the subjects _and instructors

.to aid in evaluating the overall continuing education program.. This informa-
.

tion, considered along with fiscal data about expenses incurred andfees

received, can be used for cost.accounting oCthe rogram:

a

The evaluation of the learning itselfii somewhat *brAe difficult. Tech-

niques which are often used include:

84

Paper anA 'pencil tests given before andafter.contituing
education-programs t&mea'Sure changes in opinions or
knowledge., Hpwever, many caregiver resent such test

Sometimes the explanation that thelPsults are:ne for

program planning and overall programevaluation'makes them

more acceptable, and'sbMetimes.the testing procedure can

.,;37
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be cleVerly incorporated into the instructional process
itself.

Other kinds of before and after tests can be used. Amon
these are responses to programmed materials, trigger films,
videotapes and simulations conducted at the start of the
training program and again at the end. These are Often
more palatable to the caregivers and are easier to incot-
potate into the learning process so that they do hot appear
to be "tests" in the usual sense.

If clinical case recordefiave been used to assess the need
for the program in the first place (e.g., from peer revi(w
programs), it is useful to continue to monitor clinical
records of the participants' clients to learn whether their
practice behavior has changed. This, of course, is the
ideal condition for evaluation, bit it is too seldom employed.
Sometimes it is .possible to evaluate unobtrusive measures of
the changes resulting from dontinuing education i.e., taped
patterns of referrals to the local community mental heal_
center). . 414

It may be possible to call or Vipit participants at some time
following the program:to ask what changes they have'made in
their practices as.a result of the programs. Superviiors of
_salaried caregivers may be able to tell from their observe-
rispns whether there has been a change in'the practices of
tAse who yarticipated in the continuing edpcation propane .,

J
If, there are sufficient funds, it is often desirable to
design a systematic follow-up program of visits to tie
practitioners in their agency or office settings. This kind
of evaluation could cost as much as the original training
program, but there are instances when it should be done to
be sure that the continuing-education is having some real'
impact on the practitioners' practice behavior.

In these days when many professional societies and I ensure b9ards are

requiring evidence of continuing education fo'r continued m mbership or for '

relicensure, it is mportant,that continuing education programs'be prepared
1,

to offev kind of certificate as a credential for persons who participate.-

involves keepihg accurate records of- attendance which can be referred to

/

and readily assessed years later to verify an individual's participation at'a

38
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'particular program together with the amount and kind of credit he received.

The two major systems of formal program accreditation for continuing

education in mental health'are the Category I Continuing:Medical Education

.credits of the American Medical Association for physicians, and Continuing

Education Unit credits for other professions.

The AMA system, which'is increasingly becoming mandatory by medical,.

'societies, medical licensure boards and hospital staffs, requires that- a

physician have 60 hours of Category I credit among a total of 150 credit

hours of.continuing medical education every three, years. The training pro-'

grans which award Category I credits must be accredited by the American

Medical Association. This systei applies only to 'physicians and the various

med ical specialtlea..

The other major system'of accreditation is the Continuing Education,Unit

(CEU) which is recognized generally in the field of higher education for a,

'"-wide range of professions and teenofogies. A CEU is.awarded for every 10

clocN,,,hours'of formally(structured continuing education by a training program

structured to award the CEU. A natiotask Force developed the concept of
4 .

the CEU and had stated' speCific criteria to be toliowedj3efore an institution

can award thesp units. ,There is still need for Turthar clarification of

several iisues involved in'CEUs, but the CEU is rapidly gaining acceptance as

the credential fot continuing education.

Both the AMA and CEU systems expect the overall, training program to be
.

of'high quality if it awards certificates to individuals,. The accreditation

38
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requires that there be anasseSsment of needs, that the'progra be carefully I

ed, that there be specific objectivep, that an evaluation be made and

that records be kept. All of this calls for a considerable amount f
0

administration and structure, but it is becoming increasingly an int ral-

part of continuing education fr all of the professions of our society

With the growth of professional mandates for continuing education, a

the increasing demand of agencies that all workers participate in continui g

education in order to be eligihle for pay raises and promotions, there will

iSrobably be an increase in demand from caregiver groups who will need certain

kinds of credits. The mental health system should be prepared to provide.the
ro

kind of caregiver, continuing education which help these workers to fist] their

mental health related roles and to gain the desired credentials.

Certificates and reports which are provided to a caregiver may be.of'

value in meeting some future requirement for licensure,qr certification.

Whatever,the circumstances of the experience; a caregiver who takes part in

a structured and competently conducted mental health continuing eduoation,

program should receive tangible evidence of his,iccomplishment:-

40 3,9 9
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'FINANCING

40-

Little systematic attention has been given to financirigdeontinuing

education for community caregivers, even though this, is an essential facet

,

in the 'development of programs. Mental health continuing education programs

for caregivers have relied upon varus funding metIods. /
A major source of funding for continuing education of community care-

t-

givers has been provided under the Consultation and Education budgets of

community mental health centers. The question of financial suppoit for such

program's after federal fundslbr-communi,ty mental health, centers have ended

remains to be addressed. Th s isa justifiable expenditure,of public funds,,

but it will qui6 specific documentationoln the budget requests to local

county commissio ers or stet finance officials. The advocacy of caregiver

groups wh aie satisfied customers should be, an asset in appealing for

public funds.
., I

-If the continuing education program is requested by a community agen

in order to help. its seeff'to do a more effective job in, the mental h alth

aspects of their work, that agency may be able to pay the costs of the in-

!

structtonal programs as'a part of the agency's staff% development budget.
4

This arrangement usually requires a written contract, with specific budget
P ./44

4

arrangements. Many school Systems, social welfare agencies and industries
,

are using'such a system;

.0

1
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-For private praititioners in the higher` income brackets, a'common,

practice is to charge a substantial registration fee,to, cover the instruc-

costsof-individual programs-. This arrangement is satisfactory for

.

'practitioner& in higher income groups, but It is not feasible to charge high

registration fees fdr persons in low or i&lese income levels. Even.wheri sub-

staniiil fees'are charged, they seldom,cover mach more than he instructional

costs of the program. The basic cost of the overall admigtistration --, the
1 0

planning, the arranging, evaluating and record keeping -- still niedto be

covered. There "should be some mechanism for financing these-costs._

Another, .possible source of funds forAcontinVing educiiion programs forA
caregivers is grants, from local merchants, pharmaceutical companies and book

publishers. Civic clubs, mental health associations and focal service organi-

zations which have an interest in mental health have sometimes Provided funds

for continuing education programs. It is appropriate to accept grants from

companies which do business with the potential participants, but it is also

well to have certain specific guidelines for such grants. These might include .

provisiO& that there shall be.no active sales promotion_at the training
i

,
sessions, that the sponsorship firm shall not have exclusive display rights

,...

.. .

for exhibits at the meeting, and that acknowledgemerits will be limited to
*- -.

,certain forms. Without such guidelines, the continuing allElAion program.may
'7

fs

.
find itself accused of-favo;itism and_commercialism.

Federal grants from the National' natitute of Mental Health orother

agencies are another source of funds for mental health continuing education

for caregivers.. One source which has often been oirerlooked is.the.U.S. Office

-4
2
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of Edtoation._ Since the passage of the Elemedtary and Secondary Education
-

Act there have been i number of federal laws passed providing special funds

/for training teachers, and ancillary personnel in theschools.

These resources could be used for training teachers inthe mental health
,

6

Aspects oftheir role. Other federal funding sources, such as Title XX of

the Social Security Act, may provide monies for continuing education of comm.

munity caregivers to make them marg. effective in their mental health roles.

4It possiblel-that other resources be tapped for funds

A

,ties which would otherwise cost money. Churches have provided housing and

1
M6piesfor mental health continuing education for clergy and other caregivers.

Y,M.C.A.'s, community colleges and other'community resources may be amenable

to providing space, volunteers,,equipment and, sometimes, funds.

./A
Most of these approaches to funding are "soft" money which has a sub-

,

4

staniial element of uncertainty. While a certain amount of scrambling fOr

funds of this kited is desirable to assure that programsremain relevant, it

can be damaging to the overall program to have the very existence of a con-
.

tinuing education program placed in this kind of entrepreneural situation.

budget commitment would seem tolie essential for a mental health '

agency or organization which is serious about,providing continuing education

-' for community caregivers. Such a basic budget would provide for security and

continuity of a staff to do planning, programming and evaluation.
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AMINIiTRAtION

'

ztivieso-

From the items already discussed it'is apparent that,there must, be

effective administration for a suocessfurprogram 'of ,continuing education

for community caregivers. Someone must have the time,and responsibility

for undertaking the'assessment of needs, the planning and arranging,,the

evaluation, the redord keepihg, and the obtaining of financing and budgeting.'

In too many agencies and organizations there has been inadequate, recognition

of these needs and consequently poor definition of administrative responsi-

bility. Overall sanction and support forcontinuing education of community'

caregivers must come from top administration-; but there must aldo be.en,

administrative structure as'signed to this function_.
%

.In an agency such as_a community mental health center, the basic respon--

sibility for continuing education of community caregivers'should preferably

)

be assigned to a single person. UsUally the person who has overall responsi-

bility for coordinating all Consultation and Education activity Is placed in

this role. Otherwise, what is everyone's responsibility ends up being no

one's responsibility.' This does not mean that this one person will be the

.
'organizer and plannet for all continuing education programs. Rather,this

,
person's responsibilities should be to encourage and assist other staff

persons of the mental health center7to undertake appropriate:continuing

education programs. This will facilitate and assure a higher quality fof1
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a
'all of the various continuing education programs offered.by the mental health

center.
Q 4

(7

Forprofessional schools or societies it would also seem desirable to

have a Angle person assigned to continuing education responsibilities both

for staff and for_Ommuniti:caregivers. This person could be supported by a

committee of other members of the faculty_or association. The title might. be

Coordinator or Chairperson of Continuing Education. This is not only a way in

which the organization can provide sanction for continuing education, but it

also,provides a specific mechanism for carrying out this charge.

There are a few areas n which broad administrative-support for continu-

ing education of communitycaregivers might be developedto enhance and better--

assist the whole effort. Among them are:

Inclusion°of continuing education for caregivers as

a formal objective of state,and local mental health

programs. This would help provide on-gOing funding,
staffing and technical,resources to help in the

for caregivers in all parts

of the state and Community:

Establishment Of:state level programs to accredit and

record continuing education credits for individuals

so that each individual program does not have to set

up and maintain its own record keeping system. This

wotfld require agreement of the mental health agencies,

the profesSions and the professional schools.

Conductineof state level and regional workshops to

clarify guidelines for various aspects of continuing

/ education for caregivers, to train administrators

and instructo of continuing education-and to share

specialized res urces.

ip
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Establishment of state and regional newsletters or,
other mechanisms to exchange information about con-
tinuing,education programs for caregivers to'better
coordinate and share resources.

STRATEGIES FOR GAINING AND MAINTAINING
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

Continuing education of ,community caregivers can take place in a variety

of settings under the sponsorship of different agencies.

To assure thatthe administration develops a commitment and,continues

support for Continuing education programs for caregivers, there needs to be

continual demonstration of how continuing education programs help the agency

to reach its goal by helping caregivers to deal with situations which would

otherwise overburden the facility. The continuing education program director

. c

must constantly seek out and feed back to top level agency lehders information

demonstrating that continuing education,for community Caregivers has an impact

on agency practices and on the delivery of community services.

A good evaluation effort is convincing to administrators, especially if

it it based on hard facts showing changed patterns of referral and follow-up

fcases. Evaluations which show results and satisfiet customers are a help

t

in maintaining a nistrative support. Cost analyses Alch show the economy 2'

of providing continuing education for community caregivers 4111 also assist'

Am
' ±n. establishing a.priority for continuing education in the total agency

program.
_

N.
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SUMNAIY

_ Community caregivers are a significant component of the total mental

health system-and can be utilized toextend the service potential of tradi-

s

'tionallmental health services.

AlMost every human service worker is a caregiver in the sense that

e

troubled people, make use of their regular working relationships to help deal

.

with emotional problems. :Mere are certain categories of individuals, how-

ever, who are more apt to be seen by the public as
.

logical sourcestof help by

virtue of their roles (e.g., ministers, teachers,, family doctor's, public

health nurses'and policemen). The foregoing` suggestions are addressed to

persons inoRental health agenties, professional schools, and professional

societies, who design and implement continuing education programs for these

and. other community caregivers.

ry

There are'tertain problems in developing ptlgrams which need 'to be under-
.

stood and dealt with in evolving systems of continuing education for care-

'-givers. Different levels of competence, varied under;tanding of community

need and inconsistent inttrpretatlops of the consultation and education process
,

constitute some of the barriers to developing effective programs'.

a
Factors which play apart in determining the outcome of continuing

education endeavors for community caregivers are,the matter of sanctions and
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funding; the quality of needs assessment; setting of objectives; program.

de3ign.;_ the qualitrof instruction; evaluation and credentialin.
4 ):

,Successful continuing education for community caregivers requires

attention to all of these components and to the principles of starting

..j.there the participants are: planning collaboratively, and maintaining the
.1

flexibility to change course when developments indicate a need for change.

,

There are a number of mental health organizations which provide continuing
.62

education for community caregivers.

ranging from

These offerings take a variety of fiorms,

one time help with a specific problem to longLrange, on-going

programs for stafAC and agencies. In all of these it is important to criti-

cally analte the needs,.set clear objectives, to target the.instriictional

. 6

program clearly to the ne'1, and to secure and maintain administrative

support from both the provider system
416
and the caregiver system.

Throughout All the professions, agencies and institutions; there will be

a growing demand and acceptance of continuing mental health education for

..community caregivers as a part of the mental health delivery system. Persons

who are responsible for developing the programs to meet-this demand will do

well to depelop all components of their programs in a systematic wayso that

there will be high quality programs to meet the need.
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TASK FORCE MEMBERS

Mr. Ray'Mathison
Director, Continuing Education Program
Mental Health Foundation of West Vir

Mr. M.' R. Newton

Director, Office Of Youth Services
South Caroliha Department of Mental Health

MsCynthia Rector, Assistant Professor
Scholbl of Nursing

UniVersity of Alabama

Dr. Jeanette Redford, Assistant Professor
School of-Education
University of Alabama in Birmingham?-

Rev. Thomas A. Summers, (thief
Pastoral Education
Williafti S. Hall Psychiatric Institute
Columbia, S.C:

Dr. Robert Taylor, Staff Psychiatrist
- Texas Department of Mental Health/Mental

.Retardation

Ms. Francina Williams
Director, Consultation and Education'
Wiregrass Mental Health Center
Dothan, Alabama
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